
SWEET BLUE 20W LED ceiling Ø400 mm

Categories: INDOOR LIGHTING \ PLAFONDS \ DECORATIVE

www.eko-light.com

Bar code
5902693761815
Symbol
ML6181

Base unit
pcs
VAT
23%

SIGNS

LOGISTICS
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https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/decorative-107419
https://b2b.eko-light.com/


+4

Width: Ø400mm

Height: 80 mm

Power: 20W LED

Luminous flux: 1400lm

Color temperature: Neutral 4000K

Source of light: Yes

ENERGY CLASS: PRODUCT EQUIPPED

Voltage: ~ 230V / 50Hz

CHARACTERISTICS
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https://b2b.eko-light.com/en/p?filtry=01-szerokosc[%u00d8400mm]
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Ingress Protection (IP): IP20

Color: Blue

Made of: metal. Plastic

Net weight: 0.5 kg

Width of packaging: 45

Depth of packaging: 10

Height of packaging: 45

Quantity in gross packaging: 1.0000

PACKAGING CATEGORY: CARDBOARD

CATEGORY IN THE PACKAGE: Foil

Producer: Eco-Light

Brand: Milagro

SWEET ceiling - children's joy  

The SWEET series was created by the Polish brand MiLAGRO for the youngest. The unique plafonds in
the shape of a fairy-tale bunny will surely attract the attention of children. The lamps are available in two
color versions, pink, which will definitely look best in a little girl's room, and blue, which can also appear
in a boy's corner. Such a stylish accessory will certainly diversify the space and give it a unique, childlike
character. 

The unique SWEET collection combines the best. It is the perfect lighting for a child's room and
complements the arrangement at the same time. Pleasant light will make the time spent in his kingdom
pleasant for the child, and the lack of protruding elements will ensure his safety. A good option is to place
the SWEET lamp over the bed, which will make it easier to fall asleep and also allow the child to calm
down.  

SWEET lamps - the highest quality from the Polish brand  

The SWEET collection consists of two unique, easy-to-install plafonds with a diameter of 40 cm with
LED lighting. The height of each of them is 8 cm. Thanks to such universal sizes, they can be installed in
even a very small children's room. The lamps are made of the highest quality materials, which makes
them extremely durable and resistant to dirt. 

The lamp power is 20 W, the luminous flux is 1400 lumens. In turn, the value of the color temperature is
4,000 K. The SWEET series is covered by a 24-month manufacturer's warranty. The SWEET indoor lamp
line produced by the MiLAGRO brand consists of two unique lamp models:  

• pink ML6180 ceiling lamp  
• blue ML6181 ceiling lamp

DESCRIPTION
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